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ABSTRACT 

Using the technique of high resolution energy distribution analysis 

of electrons photoemitted from a cleaved GaAs surface coated with cesium 

and oxygen layers, we have been able to determine many of the properties 

of GaAs which are important in the operation of the GaAs-Cs-O photocathode 

and other GaAs devices.  A two minima diffusion model is presented which 

explains the photon energy dependence of the photocathode yield near thres- 

hold.  Electron diffusion lengths for the T and X minima have been de- 

termined from the spectral shape of quantum yield as a function of temp- 

erature and carrier concentration for heavily doped p-type material. The 

hot electron scattering length for equivalent intervalley scattering has 

been measured by comparison with a computer scattering model.  The coup- 

ling constant for equivalent intervalley scattering has been calculated 

from the hot electron scattering length.  The coupling constant for scat- 

tering between the f.. and X minima is calculated from the X1 diffusion 

length.  These results, along with other recent data, are used to calculate 

the temperature dependence of the mobility in the X, valleys and the 

intervalley scattering time. The positions of several of the conduction 

band minima are determined, including the temperature dependence of the 

location of the I, and X. .r.lnima. The temperature dependence of the 

velocity-field characteristic is calculated using the measured coupling 

constants and temperature dependence of the F  to X1 spacing.  The escape 

probability for the photocathode and the shape of the energy distribution 

curves is explained by a model which includes optical phonon scattering 

in the band-bending region, reflection at the surface, trapping in sur- 

face states, and lifetime broadening.  The escape probaoility as a function 
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of  electron energy  is measured,  both  for  the  case of  a  single cesium 

layer   surface  treatment   and   for  the  case  of a  Cs +  (O+Cs)     surface  treat- 

ment where absorption of  electrons  in the   'n'   oxygen-cesium layers  is 

included.     Practical  operation of   the GaAs  photocathode   is discussed   in 

terms  of  effects on yield of cooling,   heating,   exposure to bright   light 

and  high current densities,   and various dopings  and  surface treatments. 
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Fp(hv)       Fraction of electrons assumed generated as thermalized 
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I,     INTRODUCTION 

Since the  original  experimental work by  Scheer and van Laar    which 

indicated  that  heavily doped GaAs cleaved  in an ultrahigh vacuum and 

coated with cesium has  a  low enough work  function  to permit photoelec- 

trons  from all  energies within the conduction band to escape,   considerable 

interest  has been  shown  in developing a  practical   photocathode  using  the 

GaAs-Cs  system.     This   system  shows promise  of  extremely high quantum ef- 

ficiency since  the  escape  length  for electrons   is determined by a dif- 

fusion  length rather  than a  hot  electron  scattering  length. 

While eventual   practical   photocathodes will   probably be made with 

other  than vacuum-cleaved  surfaces,   it was   felt  that  a  thorough  study of 

the  photoemission  from vacuum cleaved  surfaces would eliminate  the vari- 

able  of  surface  preparation,   and allow a detailed  examination of the 

photoemission process   in GaAs.     In the  process  of  this  examination,   new 

instrumentation allowing high  resolution measurement  of  emitted  electron 

energy distributions  and  their derivatives was  developed,and  played a 

critical  role  in making   sufficient  information available  from experiment 

to allow the description of  the  photoemission  process  in terms  of meaning- 

ful  quantitative  theories.     In  parallel with  other   laboratories,   a  process 

was developed  for applying additional  layers  of oxygen and cesium to  the 

surface,  resulting  in  a  lower vacuum level  and an  increased quantum 

efficiency. 

This report  covers   in  detail  the methods  and  results  of the  experi- 

mental  work conducted,   and  the   theories which  have  been developed   to 

explain  the  experimental  results. 
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II.  EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES 

A.  THE BASIC EXPERIMENT 

All of the photoemission experiments described in this report were 

21 
performed in an ultrahigh vacuum cleaving chamber designed by Eden  and 

8 19 
Baer  after the design of Powell.   This chamber is shown schematically 

in Fig. 1. A single crystal of commercially available p -type GaAs 1 cm 

square by 1-1/2 cm long is mounted on a movable rod, aligned such that 

the (110) face, the cleavage plane, faces the LiF window mounted on the 

front of the chamber. 

H^ 
LIGHT 

(TOP VIEW) 

FIG.   1.     Diagram of  the ultrahigh  vacuum cleaving chamber   in which 
photocathodes are  prepared  and  measured. 
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The chamber is then connected through a flexible vacuum connection 

"j 
to a roughing system consisting of three VacSorb pumps and a small 

y 
Vaclon    pump.    The VacSorb  pumps are used   in  series  to pump  the chamber 

down to a pressure  of 1 micron at which point  they are valved off and 

the  small Vaclon pump is  started.    The chamber and the  large Varian com- 

bination pump which  is mounted directly below  the chamber are baked  at a 

temperature of 200oC for two days into the roughing station.    At this 

point,   the roughing  station is valved off and  the combination pump  is 

started.    The chamber  is baked at 200oC  into the  combination pump  for 

another day.    All  heaters  for evaporation are outgassed immediately after 

this bakeout.    The cesium channels used  for cesiation are outgassed next. 

The chamber is allowed to pump down to a  pressure of approximately  10 

Torr after the outgassing procedures have been completed before an exper- 

iment  is started.     When this pressure has been reached,  the crystal   is 

moved into position between the tungsten carbide cleaving blade and  the 

annealed copper anvil which are carefully aligned parallel to the  (110) 

face.    The anvil and blade are brought  into position touching the sides 

of the crystal and  then the pressure against  the crystal is  increased 

until   it cleaves.     The crystal  is then cesiated and moved into the col- 

lector can where measurements can be made. 

Figure 2  shows  a  picture of the actual  chamber used with the experi- 

mental apparatus  removed.     The LiF window and the cleaving blade and 

anvil may be clearly seen.     The experimental  apparatus which mounts 

inside  the chamber  on the   flange which has  been  removed  in Fig.   2  is 

shown  in Fig.   3.     In  this  picture,   the cleaved crystal and  its holder 

are clea.ly visible.     As can be  seen,   the  cleave  obtained  is almost  a 
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perfect mirror-like surface with a few lines running across it. The 

crystal holder is sp~cially designed so that the crystal shields it from 

monochromator light. An ultrasonic tool is used to cut a cylindrical 

post on the back of the crystal by which the crystal is clamped. The 

large box-like structure below the crystal is used to catch the cleavage 

chip. 

The collector can structure will be described in Section D. One of 

the two symmetrically mounted Cs channels discussed in the next section 

can be seen at the end of the collector can. 

FIG. 2 . Photograph o f th e chamb r in which experiments were done . 
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FIG. 3. Photograph o th f L:m g f r o m t h ha mb r o ( Fig ur e 2 , s howing 
the cl e a v e d c r ys t a l in its ho ld r a nd th c oll ector can \vith 
ring struc t u r a nd s c r n. 
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B.       THE GESTATION  PROCESS 

]nuiiediately after the crystal  is cleaved,   the cesiation process   is 

started.     Cesium chroinate channels are  used  as a cesium source.     A dim 

white  light  source   (a  #47   pilot  lamp with 3 volts applied)   is rigidly 

mounted  Co the  flange  outside  the LiF window  in the proper  position  to 

•Humiliate  the crystal  face.     The photocurrent generated by this  source 

is monitored during  cesiation,   using  tne circuit  shown  in Fig.  4.     It  is 

necessary  to  leave  the cesium channels  floating to  prevent cesium  ion 

current   from affecting the  photocurrent  reading.     If  it  is desirable   to 

monitor  the cesium  ion current  given off by  the channels as an  indication 

of  the  amount  of cesium being given off,   the  cesium channels may be  biased 

positiv      and the  piccammeter  connected  to  the collector can. 

It   should be  empliasized  that a very  stable  lamp mounting,   a regu- 

lated   lamp   supply,   and  shielding   from extraneous  light  are necessary   to 

ensure  that  variations  in  photocurrent actually correspond  to variations 

in   photocathode   sensitivity. 

In  early experiments,   the  crystal was   placed   inside  the collector 

can and   the  entire  chamber  heated  to  70oC  to give  the cesium enough 

mobility  Lo  uniformly  coat   the  crystal and   the   inner collector can  sur- 

faces   in a  reasonable   time.     In more recent   experiments with a modified 

collector can design,   the chamber and  the  entire collector can  structure 

arc   thoroughly cesiated  by  running  the  cesium channels   for  12  hours with 

the  chamber at  room   temperature  before  the  crystal   is cleaved.     After 

cleaving,   Che crystal   is cesiated  at room temperature   in a  position 

behind  the collector  can,   but  still   shielded   from a  direct view of  the 

cesium channels.     The   cesiation  is accomplished  by  passing a  current 

sr:L-ü9-0U 6 
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FIG.   4.     Diagram of  the connections used  to monitor  photocurrent 
during cesiation. 
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through  the cesium channels  to heat  them until  cesium is given off 

(approximately 6 amperes  for  the Varian channels used).    The photocurrent 

from the white   liB;ht  source   increases  in approximately exponential  fashion., 

doubling approximately every  five minutes,   until  a maximum sensitivity 

peak  is reached.     The actual  time required  for optimum cesiation depends 

critically on the chamber geometry and crystal  position.    Beyond  this 

peak the photocurrent drops  slowly.    By plotting photocurrent vs time on 

an X-Y recorder,   it  is easy to judge when the peak has been reached,   and 

current  through  the cesium channels  is  turned  off at  this  point. 

For those  samples  treated with additional  oxygen-cesium layers, 

after applying the first  layer of cesium (as described above),   oxygen is 

-8 
leaked  into the chamber  at a  partial  pressure  of 2 x  10      Torr  for a 

period of 20 minutes.     During  this time  the  photocurrent decreases.     The 

oxygen  supply  is  then turned  off,  and the chamber  is  allowed to pump back 

to a   low pressure.     After  the  photocurrent has  stabilized,  cesium is again 

applied until  a  peak  in  sensitivity is reached.     This  process gives an 

additional "oxygen-cesium layer,"  and may be repeated  as many times as 

desired  to obtain multiple oxygen-cesium layers,   referred to as  (OfCs) 

for n additional   layers. 

After moving the crystal   into the collector can,   detailed measure- 

ments can begin.     Response of  the photocathode  to monochromatic  light   is 

measured  in terms  of the number of electrons  emitter  per absorbed  photon 

HL  each  photon energy  (yield).     The energy distribution curve  (E.D.C.)   of 

the  emitted electrons  is also measured at each  photon energy. 
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C.  CONSTRUCTION AND CALIBRATION OF A NEW REFERENCE TUBE FOR THE VISIBLE 
MONOCHROMATOR 

In order to do a detailed study of the yield near threshold in GaAs, 

it was necessary to design and construct a new reference tube assembly 

for use in determining the monochrometer light intensity below 2.4 eV. 

Earlier GaAs yield measurements in the photon energy range below 4.0 eV 

were made by using the F-7 CsSb reference tube between 2.4 and 4.0 eV to 

measure the absolute level of illumination.  Below this energy the yield 

was calculated by means of a r§tio technique utilizing the absolute light 

output vs wavelength characteristics of the tungsten source-monochromator 

21 
system as measured with an Eppley thermopile.   This method proved un- 

satisfactory for high accuracy measurements. 

In order to overcome this deficiency a new secondary standard has 

been designed and constructed using a type 922 phototube.  This tube has 

a type S-l photocathode and has a useful yield from 1.2 eV to 4.0 eV, 

covering the entire range of interest in this work. 

The standard and accompanying lens system are constructed to ensure 

that the entire monochromator output beam strikes the same portion of 

the reference tube's cathode and the center of the GaAs crystal in each 

experiment.  This allows excellent repeatability, and is particularly 

useful when determining small changes in yield caused by varying the sur- 

face treatment of the GaAs crystal or other parameters. 

A drawing of the reference tube and lens assembly is shown in Fig. 5. 

The reference tube is shown in the retracted position. When it is pushed 

into the monochromator beam by means of the outside handle, its position 

is accurately fixed.  The rod guides were individually etched in nitric 
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acid until the rods would just slide freely in them, in order to keep the 

side play to an absolute minimum. 

The mounting position for the quartz lens was choosen so that the 

entire monochromator beam would be intercepted by the lens. The focal 

length was choosen such that the monochromator beam is focused 4-1/4 

inches in front of the front flange, ensuring that the entire beam hits 

the GaAs crystal, and allowing focusing of the beam to a small spot in 

the center of the crystal face when desired by mounting spacer rings be- 

tween the reference assembly flange and the vacuum chamber, and closing 

down the slit width and height. 

QUARTZ 
LENS 

922 
PHOTOTUBE 

CATHODE 
CONNECTOR 

ROD  GUIDE 

ANODE 
CONNECTOR 

FIG. 5.  Drawing of the reference tube assembly for the visible 
monochromator. 
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FIG.   6.     Calibrated yield  of  the  S-l  reference  tube assembly,   showing 
experimental  points. 
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TABLE I 

S-l Reffr«nce Tube Yield 

ENERGY (eV^ YIELD 

1.2 .00055 

1.3 .00165 

1.35 .00253 

1.4 .0031 

1.45 .0037 

1.5 .0042 

1.55 .0045 

1.6 .0048 

1.65 .0050 

1.7 .0051 

1.75 .0051 

1.8 .0051 

1.85 .0050 

1.9 .0049 

1.95 .0047 

2.0 .0044 

2.05 .0042 

2.1 .0040 

2.15 .00385 

2.2 .0036 

2.25 .0034 

2.3 .0032 

ENERGY (eW YIELD 

2.35 

—jags— 

.0030 

2.4 .0028 

2.45 .0026 

2.5 .00248 

2.6 .00235 

2.7 .00219 

2.8 .00196 

2.9 .00182 

3.0 .00197 

3.1 .00236 

3.2 .00312 

3.3 .0433 

3.4 .00599 

3.5 .00845 

3.6 .0121 

3.7 .0155 

3.8 .0184 

3.9 .0188 

4.0 .0167 

F-7 Calibration i to Match 

4.0 .175 

4.2 .170 
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The S-l reference tube and lens assembly were calibrated as a unit 

using the Eppley thermopile over the entire range, and also by comparison 

with the most recent F-7 CsSb reference tube calibration above 3.0 eV. 

Figure 6 shows the apparent yield curve for the reference tube-lens 

assembly, along with a sample of the experimental data points taken to 

establish the curve. This calibration was done in January 1968. Table I 

gives the reference tube yield used in all yield calculations. The cali- 

bration was done using 70 volts on the S-l anode and 1 mn x 5 mm slits on 

the visible monochromator, with the regulated tungsten source. The 922 

phototube appears to be somewhat nonlinear at high light levels, so 

1 ram x 5 mm slit settings should be used when making yield measurements 

with this calibration for best results. 

D.   REFINEMENTS IN ENERGY DISTRIBUTION CURVE MEASUREMENTS 

1.  Measurement of the Derivative of the Energy Distribution Curve 

The experimental equipment used to measure the energy distri- 

bution curve and its derivative is shown in Fig. 7. A small 17.5 Hz ac 

voltage is applied in series with a variable retarding voltage. When the 

retarding voltage is increased, the collector can current decreases as 

the lower energy electrons are repelled from the collector can. The 

17.5 Hz component of the collector can current is proportional tr the 

derivative of the collector can current with respect to retarding voltage, 

as shown in "a" and "b" of Fig. 8. This is just the electron current in 

an incremental energy range, or the electron energy distribution curve. 

As shown at "c" in Fig. 8, when there is a curvature in the current- 

retarding voltage curve, the ac current waveform is distorted from the 

sinusoidal input voltage. This distorted waveform may be decomposed into 
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VARIABLE   ♦ 
RETARDING ± 
VOLTAGE 

17.5 Hz    h1 

oc 
GENERATORI 

LOCK-IN 
AMPLIFIER 
TUNED TO 

17.5 Hz 

#• 

COLLECTOR CAN 

RING 

MONOCHROMATIC 
LIGHT 

A. 45 volts 

RCO 
AMMETER 

OOUBLER 

X-Y RECORDER 
FOR ENERGY 

DISTRIBUTION CURVE 

LOCK-IN 
AMPLIFIER 
TUNED TO 
35 Hz 

X-Y RECORDER 
FOR   DERIVATIVE 
OF THE ENERGY 

DISTRIBUTION CURVE 

FIG.   7.    Experimental apparatus used  to measure the energy distri- 
bution curve and  its derivative. 
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the fundamental (17.5 Hz) and harmonic components. The second harmonic 

(35 Hz) component of the collector can current is proportional to the 

second derivative (the rate of curvature) of the collector can current 

with respect to retarding voltage, or the derivative of the energy dis- 

tribution curve. Lock-in amplifiers tuned to the fundamental and second 

harmonic of the 17.5 Hz reference voltage provide low noise recordings 

of the energy distribution curve; and its derivative. 

It should be noted that the voltage amplitude of the funda- 

mental component is proportional to 

/   reference voltage    \ 
v can structure resolution / ' 

whereas the voltage amplitude of the second harmonic component is pro- 

portional to 2 
/   reference voltage    \   * 
\ can structure resolution / 

Thus a high resolution can structure is particularly helpful in obtaining 

meaninful and low noise derivative curves. 

In many cases it is advantageous to increase the gain and obtain 

magnified curves for the high energy "tail" of the E.D.C. and its deriv- 

ative.  In these cases, a low noise recording may be obtained by increasing 

the integration time constant and the sweep time used to record one curve. 

The principal advantages of measuring the derivative of the 

energy distribution curve as well as the E.D.C. are the more accurate 

location of structure and the possibility of seeing structure not cap- 

able of bei.'g observed on the E.D.C. Note at "b" in Fig. 8 that the zero 

* This is strictly true only for ac voltages less than the width of the 
structure being measured, and for structure which is narrower than the 
resolution of the can structure. 
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PICOAMMETER 
CURRENT 
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RETARDING  VOLTAGE, V. 

-dl 

17.5 Hi COMPONENT 

•d'l 

dV1 

35 Hz COMPONENT 

ENERGY 
DISTRIBUTION 
CURVE 

DERIVATIVE OF 
THE ENERGY 
DISTRIBUTION 

CURVE 

FIG.   8.     Principle of operation of the ac technique for measuring 
the energy diftribution curve and its derivative. 
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crossing is at a sharp angle and may be more easily accurately located 

than the top of the peak in the E.D.C.  Notice also near "b" the approxi- 

mately symmetrical structure on each side of the zero crossing. This 

symmetrical structure is present also for structure which is not fully 

resolved on the E.D.C. At "d" in Fig. 8, the exact position of the 

shoulder on the E.D.C. is very difficult to determine.  However, the 

center of the symmetrical structure (in this case about the larger curve 

rather than the zero axis) may be easily located accurately.  Figure 9 

shows actual experimental data demonstrating these principles. 

2.  Resolution Improvements 

With the majority of energy distribution curve (E.D.C.) meas- 

urements, the current level is so low that the important considerations 

in getting the best possible curves are elimination of input noise to the 

picoimmeter from vibration and electrical pickup, and realizing the proper 

trade-off between resolution and signal level as determined by the slit 

width and ac voltage amplitude. For a complete discussion of the factors 

21 
involved, see Eden's thesis. 

With a high yield material such as cesiated GaAs in the visible 

photon energy range, sufficient current is available that many of these 

factors are no longer significant.  Both the slit width and the ac voltage 

amplitude may be reduced to the point where their effects on resolution 

may be ignored without a serious deterioration of the signal-to-noise 

ratio of the energy distribution curve.  Typical curves were measured 

* The principal noise source at high photocurrent levels was variation 
in the source lamp intensity, but that was eliminated by constructing a 
current regulated power supply for the monochromator source tungsten 
lamp, giving highly reproducible and practically noise-free E.D.C.'s 
throughout the visible range. 
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1.4      1.5      1.6       1.7        1.8 
ELECTRON   ENERGY (eV) 

FIG.   9.    Experimental E.D.C.   and derivative curves for a photon 
energy of 1.7 eV.    Notice that the location of the X, 
minima  (marked  from its location on an E.D.C.   taken with 
a higher photon energy)   is easy to locate exactly on the 
derivative curve.    On the E.D.C.   itself,   it  is difficult 
for the untrained eye to even determine that a definite 
structure appears on the high energy  shoulder,   let alone 
determine its energy accurately. 
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using 0.2 mm slit width and 0.01 volt peak-to-peak reference voltage. 

Thus the resolution is determined by the crystal and can structure. 

Several factors within the crystal and can structure are re- 

sponsible for decreasing the resolution. These factors, and the steps 

taken to minimize them will be covered next. 

The ideal electron energy distribution measurement apparatus 

would provide a retarding potential such that the gradient of the poten- 

tial would be parallel to the electron momentum vector at all points. 

A structure providing such a potential would be a point source emitter 

at the center of a spherical collector can coated with a uniform work 

function material. The collector can structure actually used is an 

approximation to this structure. The cylindrical collector can used is 

shewn in Fig. 3.  Similar cans have been used in the past.  This can is 

larger than the earlier cans, giving a closer approximation to the ideal 

structure. A mesh screen is placed across the light entrance hole to 

provide a continuation of the equipotential surface across the hole.  In 

earlier experiments, electrons coming through the hole produced a negative 

charge on the LiF window, producing a retarding field which extended into 

the can.  The screen greatly reduced this effect. 

An electric field exists between the edges of the GaAs crystal 

and the face, due to the difference in work function between the sawed 

and the cleaved surfaces. This field is reduced, but not entirely elim- 

inated, by evaporating Cu on the sides of the crystal before cleaving. 

22 
The work function of cesiated copper (1.5 eV)  is lower than the work 

function of cesiated "dirty" GaAs (approximately 2.0 eV).  The mono- 

chromator beam is focused to a small spot in the center of the crystal 
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face to further reduce the effect of this field. 

A collector ring  is placed around the screened hole in the 

front  of the can and biased 22-1/2 volts positive with respect to the 

can.     This ring collects those electrons which come through the screened 

hole.    By measuring only the current collected by this ring  instead of 

the entire collector can current,  an increase in resolution is obtained. 

This current  travels very near a path inside the collector can which is 

a two-fold  symmetry axis  for the electric field.     This arrangement pre- 

vents appreciable transfer of translational to angular momentum.    Also, 

small  variations  in work  function on the wires of  the   screen will be 

averaged out  as seen by an electron passing between wires.     It has been 

experimentally determined  that  for  excitation with  photons below 4 eV 

and  proper  placement  of  the  crystal   in the collect  can as determined  by 

comparison of E.D.C.'s,   the  ring current  is an accurate  sample of the 

total  collector can current.     At higher photon energies there may be 

problems caused by high energy  electrons coming  through the  screen which 

are  not collected by the ring.     The amplitude of  the  ring current E.D.C.'s 

should be carefully checked against  emitted current E.D.C.'s.    With 

proper collector can design,   and a uniform copper  evaporation and cesia- 

tion of  the   inside  of  the can,   excellent resolution  (such as  is  seen  in 

Fig.   37)   is  possible without  using  the ring.     This approach  is  highly 

recommended. 

The  increased  resolution obtained  through  these  steps allows 

more accurate  location of  structure   in the distribution,  makes  possible 

the  observation of  structure not  previously observed,   and allows a more 

accurate  separation of  the  total yield  into its components. 
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Figure 10 shows a typical set of experimental energy distri- 

bution curves using the ring current taken at room temperature for a 

range of photon energies from 1.4 to 3.0 eV. 

> 
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1.5 2.0 2,5 
ELECTRON   ENERGY (eV) 

FIG.   10.     Normalized  and  smoothed  experimental  energy distribution 
curves  for a  1 x  10^/cm-*  Zn-doped GaAs crystal with a 
Cs +  (O+Cs)   surface  treatment   shown  for   Increments  of 
0.2  eV  for a  photon  energy  range  of   1.4 eV  to 3.0  eV. 
The  2.8  eV and  3.0  eV curves  are   shown dotted   for 
clarity. 
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m«  THE TWO MINIMA DIFFUSION MODEL FOR PHOTOEMISSTON 

NEAR THRESHOLD 

Figure 11 shows a band diagram for a p GaAs crystal coated with a 

layer of cesium.  The bands are bent near the surface and the work 

iunctlon is lowered sufficiently that the vacuum level is below the bot- 

tom of the conduction band in the bulk of the material.  Near threshold 

the absorption coefficient for light is small enough that only a few per- 

cent of the light is absorbed in the band bending region, and almost all 

photoexcitation takes place in the bulk of the material.  The hot-electron 

scattering length is also short compared with the optical absorption 

length, so that photoexcited electrons thermalize in a conduction band 

minima, then diffuse to the band bending region where they are accelerated 

toward the surface and emitted. 

Figure 12 shows a band structure for GaAs near the band gap.  Photo- 

excitation in this material requires conservation of k-vector and energy, 

giving vertical transitions between states in the valence bands and states 

in the conduction bands which differ in energy by hv, where hv is the photon 

energy,  Photoexcited electrons will have a range of final energies which 

could in principle be determined accurately from a knowledge of the band 

structure and optical-transition matrix elements throughout the Brillouin 

zone.  Rather than work with the actual final excited energy distribution, 

we will make approxiaations at this point. 

For low phot« energies,  such as shown at "a" in Figure 12, 

all photoexcitation will be to final states lower in energy than the X 

minima and thermalization will occur into the Y    minima.  Fur higher 
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FIG.   11.     Band-bending diagram  showing the  effects  of a  layer  of 
cesium applied  to a  p+ GaAs  surface. 
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FIG.   12.    GaAs band structure near  the energy gap showing examples 
of  photoexcitation.,   scattering,  and thermalization in the 
fi   and X^ minim«.    For photon energies below 1.75 eV ("a"), 
all electrons thermalize  in the F^ minima.    Above  1.75 eV 
("b"),   some electrons are excited to a high enough energy 
to thermalize in X^. 
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photon energies,   such as   shown at b,   some excitation will  be to energies 

above  1.75 eV and  some  to energies below 1.75  eV,     An electron excited 

above  1.75  eV will   rapidly   scatter into X    and   thermalize  there,2 due  to  the 

higher  density of   states   in X  and   the value  of   the coupling coefficient 

for I"     to X    scattering.     The  fraction which   is  excited   to  energies greater 

than 1.75  eV will  be  defined as  F   .     These electrons  are assumed  to travel 
A 

only  a   very  short  distance  through  the crystal   before  thermalizing  in  X. 

The  remaining fraction  of  excited  electrons,   F-,   are assumed  to  rapidly 

thermalize  in the V  minima.     Fr  and F    are   shown   in Fig.D. 
1 A 

Above  the band  gap,   F    and F-p were determined  by  a  graphical  construction 

taking   into account  energy  and  k-vector conserving  transitions from  the 

highest   three valence  bands  to   the  lowest  conduction  band.     The graphical 

construction was  done  using equal  energy contours  for  these  four bands   in 

the  110  and  100 planes  obtained   from Herman's  band   structure calculation 

such as are  phown in Figs.   14 and  15.     Corrections were 

included     for spin-orbit   splitting,   X-F   spacing,   and  band  tailing.     Con- 

stant  matrix elements  were  assumed  for  transitions   from  the highest  two 

valence  bands,   while   the  matrix  elements  for  transitions  from the  third 

highest   valence    band  were assumed  to be a factor of 3   smaller.     It   should 

be  noted  that while  the   shape  of   these curves  are  qualitatively correct, 

the  actual  numbers must   be considered  approximate  due  to   the assumption  of 

constant  matrix elements,   the use of  only  two  planes rather  than  the 

entire  Brillouin  zone,   the approximate  nature  of   the graphical   technique 
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FIG.   13.     Fraction of photoexcited electrons which thermalize in 
each minima,  calculated from the GaAs band structure, 
corrected for the presence of an impurity band. 
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-MIN MIN 

FIG.   14.     Equal   energy contours  (0.2  eV  spacing)   for the first 
conduction band  in GaAs  in the   (110)   plane  in the 
Brillouin  zone   from Herman.-' 
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FIC.   15.     Equal  energy contours  in one plane near  the center of the 
Brillouin zone,   illustrating the method  used  to  find Fx 

and Pp.     In  the   left  two columns,   equal  energy contours 
for a valence  band and a  conduction band are  shown along 
with equal  photon energy  lines obtained  by subtracting the 
values of   the  bands  at  each point.     On  the right,   the 
energy  surface   in the conduction band  above which scat- 
tering to Xj^  occurs  is  shown along with  the constant  photon 
energy curves   for a  photon energy of   1.9  eV for  transitions 
to the  lowest  conduction band from the  highest  three val- 
ence bands.     In  this  plane,   all electrons excited  from the 
highest valence hand  are  included  in  Fx,   1/4  of  the elec- 
trons excited   trora the  second highest  valence band are 
included  in Fp   and 3/4  in Fx,  and all  electrons  excited 
from the  third  highest valence band are   included  in Fr. 
For reasons of   space  and  clarity the  third highest valence 
hand equal  energy contours  ar3 not  shown.    This  third band 
is the  light  hole band which is 0.32  eV below  the other two 
valence bands  at  k =   (000)   (spin-orbit   splitting).^ 
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used, and the possible errors in the band structure calculation. The 

major effect of changes in these numbers is to change the X diffusion 

length   as  calculated  later.     Bolow   the band  gap F-  drops  below unity  as a 

significant  fraction of  the  photons are  absorbed by free  carriers   (holes) 

4 
rather   than by  band-to-band  transitions. 

Examination  of  the experimental  energy  distribution  curves  shows  that 

for photon energies from threshold  at  1.4  eV   (near-infrared)   to  2.3  eV 

(blue-green)   almost  all  emitted   electrons are  thermalized   in either  the 

r,or X. minima,   while  for higher   photon energies a  significant  number of 

higher  energy,   unthermalized     electrons  may  be  seen   in  the   distribution. 

Also,   above  2.3  eV,  a becomes  large enough   that excitation   in  the  band 

bending   region may  no  longer be  neglected.     Below 2,3  eV  we  need   to con- 

sider  only  those  electrons generated   in   the bulk crystal,   and  these  are 

assumed   to be  thermalized   in  either  the 7  or X minima,   so  v.e may   solve 

for electron  transport   in  terms  of   the one-dimensional  coupled  diffusion 

equations   for these minima. 

d   ly       ry         nx 
-Dr —-^ +   =    +   1(1  -  R)F„ae Qf>     (F  equation)        (3.1) 

r ay2     Trv    Txr r 

^2 
o   n n 

-DY  +   = 1(1   -   R)FYae"Q'y       (X equation) (1.2) 
x ay2 Txr                 ^ 

where  y   is  the  distance   into  the  crystal. 

The   first  term   in each  equation   is  the  diffusion  term  where  D  is   the 

diffusion  coefficient.     The  second   term   is  the  rate at  which  carriers  are 

lost   from  each  minima,     T       is  the   recombination  time  from   the F  minima   to 
i V 
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the  valence band   (or to  traps).    T^,  is  the  relaxttion time for scattering 

from  the X minima   to  the L minima.    nx/
Txr   is a  rate of generation  term  in 

the F equation as well as a  rate of  loss  term  in  the X equation.     The  last 

term  is the rate  of  generation by photoexcitation,  where I  is the  incident 

light  intensity,   R   is the  reflectivity,   and a  is  the optical  absorption 

coefficient.    The assumptions  implicit  in writing these equations are  that 

there  is no  recombination from X directly  to  the valence band,   and  that 

the distance tn electron travels through  the crystal  while thermalizing 

is  short compared  with   (l/or)  and  the diffusion lengths. 

Using the band  bending region as a boundary condition, «eaa^ solve  these 

equations for the  current  density flowing  into the band bending  region, 

giving 
ql(l   - R)FV 

J.,  = X ";    1 + 1/ah (3.3) 

and j  - qH1 - R) 
r    i + UaiZ F^ + 

^h 
I     aLx(Lr+Lx)(l+i/aLx) 

(3.4) 

where the diffusion lengths are given by 

Lx = NKV (3.5) 

(3.6) 

Of  that current  flowing  into  the band-bending  region,   a certain  fraction, 

given by  the escape  probability P,  will be emitted  into the vacuum.     P 

will  be a  function  of  both   surface treatment  and electron energy.     The 

photoelectric quantum efficiency,  or yield,   is then given for each  minima by 
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V*       PxFx 
XX  ql(l - R)  "  1 + l/aLv 

U,7; 

A 

Y,, = 
prJr        Pr 

r   ql(l - R)   1 + 1/aLp 
F„ + li^t ,  .(3.8) 
T  oL,.(L^+L 

Everything is known in these equations except the diffusion lengths, 

LY and L», and the escape probabilities, P and P_.  The X and T  yields 

may be obtained experimentally from the energy distribution curves.  Ex- 

amining the yield equations, we see that the magnitude of the yield vs 

photon energy curves is determined by the escape probability, while the 

shape of the curves is determined by the diffusion length.  Thus P and 
A 

L    may be determined uniquely  from  the experimental  X yield curve,   and 
A 

Pr  and l^ may be obtained  from  the T  yield curve.    Figure 16 and  the  solid 
1 i 

curve  in Fig. 17 indicate  the match between theory and experiment  for the 

X and  F minima  respectively,   where  the  points are  room  temperature ex- 

19       3 perimental  data  for a  1 x 10    /cm Zn-doped crystal,   vacuum cleaved and 

coated  with  cesium plus an additional  oxygen-cesium  layer;   und the  solid 

curves are plots of  the theoretical yield equations using  the parameters 

P    =   .18,  L^  = 1.573  microns,     P    =  .54,     L    =  .03 microns,   a is  shown in 

4 21 27 
Fig.   18,   '       Some changes in a with doping density      are expected. 

For this  theory to be physically meaningful,   the diffusion  length 

duuld be  a  property  of  the bulk  crystal,   while the escape  probability  should 

be a  function of  surface treatment.     That  this  is  in fact  the case  is  shown 

in Fig. 19 where  the match  between  theory and experiment   is  shown for 

various  surface  treatments on  the  same crystal.    All  theoretical   curves 

use   the   same diffusion length  of   1.573  microns,   while  the  escape  probability 
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FIG.   16.     Theoretical  (solid  line)  and experimental   (points)  yields 
from the X^ minima  in a 1 x 10^'/cm3 Zn-doped GaAs crystal 
with a Cs + (OfCs)   surface treatment. 
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FIG.   17.     Experimental yield  (points)   for  the F^ minima  in a 
1 x 1019/cm3 Zn-doped GaAs crystal with a Cs + (O+Cs) 
surface  treatment,   compared with Eq.   (3.8)   (solid 
curve)   and Eq.   (3.9)   (dotted curve). 
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varies over a range of almost 20.  In both Fig. 17 and the lowest curve in 

Fig. 19, there is a slight discrepancy between theory and experiment. A 

probable reason for at least part of this discrepancy is the assumption 

of complete thermalization of T  electrons in a distance short compared with 

other relevant distances. T  electrons which are not completely thermalized 

before reaching the band bending region would be expected to have a higher 

escape probability than those which are thermalized. As the absorption 

length decreases (photon energy increased), the departure from thermali- 

zation becomes more significant.  Figure20 shows the comparison between 

energy distributions for photon energies of 1.6 eV and 2.3 eV at 80 K.  The 

increased number of electrons at the high energy end of the distribution 

gives experimental evidence for this departure. The increased escape 

probability caused by lack of complete thermalization may be taken into 

1 

account empirically by adding an additional parameter, P_ , which 

slightly larger than P-, to the V  yield equation, giving 

is 

'(I + l/o-LJ 
F P T T 

F P x r 
1 + ah. 

for L « Lp (3.9) 

The dotted curve in Fig. 17 is drawn using this equation with Pr  = .22, 

(Tho other parameters are the same as previously listed.)  The match be- 

tween theory and experiment is now quite good. 

Using the least squares fit between this theory and experimental data 

for several samples, we have obtained the T  diffusion lengths which are 

shown in Table II.  Only experimental data for photon energies between 

1.45 eV and 1.65 eV was used to make the least squares fit in order to 
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FIG.   20.     Comparison of  the T-^  peak in 80oK energy distribution 
curves  for  photon energies  of  1.6  eV and  2.3 eV,   showing 
evidence  for the   lack of complete  thermalization with 
2.3  eV  excitation. 
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TABLE  II 

Measured T  Diflusion Lengths for Boat Grown Zn-Doped Material 

Carrier 
Concentration 

/cm3 

Diffusion Length 
Microns 

300OK 8 0OK 

1   X   1019 

3 X  1019 

4 X   1019 

1.6 ±   .2 

1.2 ±   .2 

1.0 i   .2 

1.0 ±   .3 

prevent any effect, of departure from complete thermalization or changes 

in a and Fp near the band gap with doping density on the measured dif- 

fusion length,. 

The X diffusion length is found to be Independent of doping and is 

measured to be .03 microns at room temperature.  As indicated earlier, 

the measured value of the X diffusion length depends on the function ¥ 

Without doing an exact calculation knowing the values of the optical 

transition matrix elements, it is difficult to estimate the possible 

errors in 1-    It is possible, however, to calculate the maximuii possible 

error m the valut; of L .  The yield in the X minima is given by equation 
A 

x 

(3.7),     Solving  for L   ,   we  obtain 
A 

x     a(pxFx - V 
(3.10) 
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At 2.3 eV for this sample, YX • 0.087, and~ • 0.7032 x 105/cm. By 

estimating the maximum and minimum limits of PXFX' we may estimate the 

posaible range of LX. The upper limits of PX and FX give a lower limit 

of LX' and conversely the lower limits of PX and FX give a upper limit 

of Lx· 2.3 eV was chosen because at 2.3 eV all transitions from the top 

two valence bands are included in FX' and all transitions from the 3rd 

highest valence band are included in Fr, independent of small errors in 

the band structure calculation. 

The maximum possible value of FX is 1.0. Pseudopotential calcu

lations5 indicate that the matrix elements for transitions from the 3rd 

highest valence band are smaller than for transitions from the top two 

valence bands by about a factor of 3. If this ratio is off by a factor 

of 2, that is if a ratio of 1.5 is the correct ratio, then FX (2.3 eV) 

* is greater than 0.82, giving a lower limit for FX. 

The maximum yield for this sample and surface treatment is about 0.5 

(for photon energies low enough that carrier multiplication is not pos-

sible). The r yield in this range (around 3.0 eV) is at a minimum value 

of 0.06 electrons/absorbed photon. The "average" escape probability fo!' 

X and high energy electrons is then 0.6. Assuming that escape probability 

is a monotonically increasing function of energy, we have 0.6 for the 

maximum value of PX. 

* If there were an equal number of transitions to the conduction band 
from each valence band, then Fx • 1+1/1+1+(1/1.5)2 • 0.82. Since in fact 
there are fewer transitions from the third highest valence band, Fx is 
greater than 0.82. 
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For an optimum surface treatment of cesium plus six additional 

oxygen-cesium layers on this sample, Pp ■ 0.360, and the vacuum level is 

less than 0.3 eV below the F.. minima.  Again assuming a monotonically 

increasing escape function, P„ > 0.360.  If we take into account absorp- 

tion in the six oxygen-cesium layers, and the fact that escape proba- 

bility does increase with energy, a minimum value of 0.45 for P is still 
A 

a conservative lower limit.     From these considerations 

0.024 < L    < 0.44 microns (3.11) 
A 

•  i    T     n oi + 0.014   . giving L » 0.03 _ _ -n, microns at room temperature. 
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IV.  THE HOT ELECTRON SCATTERING MOP'  FOR HIGHER PHOTON ENERGIES 

For photon energies above 2.3 oV,   the number of electrons emitted 

which are not thermalized becomes significant. The diffusion model is 

no longer sufficient to explain the experimental results, and we must 

consider in more detail the scattering process by which thermalization 

in the X minima occurs.  The major scattering mechanism for hot elec- 

trons in the X minima is equivalent intervalley scattering by optical 

phonons for which the relaxation time is given by Conwell and Vassel as 

_  2,  (N).3/2 
1  _ 2 DXX' (niX  ) 

TXX' " 3 21/Vp(V(eß-l) 
(E+^w  -Ev)

1/2+ eß(E-^  -Ev)
1/2; (4.1) 

opt X      v   opt X   j 

where E     is  the energy of  the X minima,   and ^w        is   the  optical  phonon 

energy.     For E-E,, »Aw       . oy X opt^ 

1/Txx' " c ^"V 
1/2 (4.2) 

where C  is  a  temperature dependent constant.     For  this energy dependence 

TABLE   III 

Numerical   Values Used  in Calculations 

2 
Ci =    ^Z 

m,   =    0.065 m 
1 o 

""opt - 0.03  eV P    = 5.31  g/cm3 

V">- 1.2 m 
o q   = 1.602 x 10'19  coulomb 

* 
m    = 0.41 m 

0 h = 5.22  x  105 cm/sec 
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of T, the mean free path is constant and will be defined as the scatter- 

ing length, Is, 

At each scattering event, the electron will lose or gain an energy 

equal to the optical phonon energy, Ku)  .  The average number of phonons 

with an energy Hu)  v at a temperature T is given from the Bose-Einstein 
opt 

distribution as 

n -  a1 (4.3) 
a    P 

e -1 

where 0 = Huu  VkT. 
opt 

The probability of an electron absorbing an optical phonon is pro- 

portional to n, while the probability of emitting a photon is proportional 
3 

ton   +1.    Thus,   the  probability of gaining energy  during a  scattering 

event  is given by 

n 
P-  =      a 

G      2n +  1 
a 
1 (4.4) 

=  F 
1 +  e 

The  probability of losing energy during a   scattering event  is then 

PT   = 1  -  P_. (4.5) 

As discussed  earlier,   we may calculate the exact  excited energy 

distribution from the band  structure throughout  the Brillouin zone 

and  the optical  transition matrix elements.     Let  this excited distribution 

function be given by f   (E),   where fn(E)   is normalized  such that 

!,on f   (E)dE  -  1. o      o 
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The  riistribution  after one   scattering event   is  then  given  by 

fl(E>   = PGf0(E  -  ^opt)   +  PLf0(E +  ^opt5- (4-6) 

Continuing  this  process,   the distribution after n  scattering  events  is 

given by 

f   (E)   = P f       (E-yitii     .) +  P.f    n(E +  Hu)     J n G n-1 opt L n-1 opt 

= Jo V.^-O:   V(1   -   PG),1"  f0(E +  tn -   2t]H%t). 

(4.7) 

The emitted  energy distribution which can be externally  observed   is given 

WE)   = nE
=0 Vn(E) (4-8) 

where  P     is  the  probability   that  an electon will  escape after n   scatterings. 

P    is  a  function of a and ls.     For the case of a constant  scattering 

7 
length,   -Lg,   this  function has  been calculated by Duckett,       and   is given 

in our notation by 

P 1 (   ^[^      (tan~ MsA   n    1    ciz 
n  -n(n +  1) ^oJ   L ^    <xlsz       j i  +  z

2 

M^)jirf?)- 
(4.9) 

n 
.S,   P     . J=l     n-.i o- 

In    oi   .,   Lhis  scattering calculation  for GaA;-,   we  mi'.'.t   \.ako   ' < .o 

account   thermalizalxon  in  the X minima.     We may do  t\\\^      i  a   siirp  e 

ma   ner  by  assuming   that above  1.75  eV,   f       (E)   is give.i  a.s  before  L;, 

Eq.    (4.8).     Those  electrons   which   would  have   scattered  below  1.75   eV a. 

assumed   instead   to remcin at   the  energy of  the X minima,   giving 
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for E > 1. 75 

l. 75 
= 6(E- 1.75) J fEKT(E) dE forE = 1.75 

-CD 
4.10) 

= 0 forE< 1.75 

In order to facilitate comparison with experiment, FEMT(E) is 

convolved with the nonnalized measured resolution function, R, of the 

experimental curves (see section 9 ) , giving for the ()bserved distribution 

(4.11) 

In a practical calculation of f
088

, we must terminate the summation 

of P f at some finite value of n. P drops off slowly for large n, so we n n n 

must look at fn. Due to the initial normalization of r
0

, 

_J f (E)dE - 1 
n (4.12) 

for all n. Scattering down in energy is more likely than scattering up 

in energy, therefore 

a> 

. fn (E)dE < frn-l (E)dE. 
1.75 1.75 

(4.13) 

We use the criteria 

j~fn(E)dE < .05 (4.14) 
l. 75 

t o terminate our calculation. This calculation has been done on a 

computer for a photon energy of 3.0 eV, using as a variable parameter 

t he ca ttering length, t • Figure21 shows the comparison between this 
s 

ca lculated distribution and the experimentally measured distribution. 

Th computer olution for longer scattering lengths gives a larger high 
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energy  peak,   and  that  for shorter  scattering  lengths,   a   smaller poak. 

Thus    by matching  theoretical  and  experimental  results,   we are able to 

determine  the hot  electron mean free  path,     t    - 35 ±   10 Ä    at  room 

temperature. 

Using   this  scattering  length,   we may determine  the  thermalization 

length,   L  ,   discussed earlier  in conjunction with the assumption of  rapid 

thermalization and   transport by diffusion.     The average energy  lost  in a 

scattering  event  is given by 

AE    =   (PT   -  Pr)Hu)     .. (4.15) s L        G       opt 

Thus the average number of scattering events required for thermalization 

is E - E 
N = —  X (4.16) 

AE 
s 

Using a  three-dimensional  random walk model  and  identifying L    with   the 

standard  deviation of  the  probability  density function after N  scatterings, 

we  obtain 

LT =vrr x-^ . (4.i7) 

For an electron initially excited to an energy of 2.0 eV, the thermaliza- 

tion length is L = .0076 microns.  This value of L easily satisfies 

L • •- - over the range of interest, and gives L ~  4L , satisfying the 
1 Of A 1 

requirement   that  L    « L    as  long  as  only modest accuracy   is  desired. 
1 A 
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V.     CALCULATION OF  INTERVALLEY COUPLING CONSTANTS 

Using the value of I    obtained,   we may calculate  the coupling constant 

lor equivalent   intervalley  scattering.     From  E''.(4J.)   we have 

2       (n)   3/2       0 
1 2        XX'   ( X        ) <e     +  1) , 
     « T 1/9    9 5 X   (E - E-) for E-E » Hou     .    (5.1) 
TXX' 3      21/2

TTH
2

P (Hu;    t)(e9  -  l) ^ X 0Pt 

opt 

where  everything except  D     ,   and T     ,   nre known.     For a  constant   scatter- 
AA AA 

ing  length,   we have 

T~-~  ' r - "*i/2   x (E' Ex)1/2- (5-2) 

s 

Combining these equations and  solving for D     ,,   we have 
AA 

/ 0       .        3nK2p(Huü    J \      1/2 

«'   "U  +  !        ,m  M.3/2 n/2.    ) \«     +   1 (m )       m I    J 
(5.3) 

Substituting our measured value of I    = 35 Ä at room temperature gives 

D^, = (1.5 ± .2) X 109 eV/cm . 

This value is probably somewhat high, because at the electron energies 

involved in the determination of I  ,   intervalley scattering to the L and 
s 1 

X3 valleys and polar mode intravalley scattering are also possible.  If 

we assume that the matrix elements for scattering to states in L and X 
13 

are  equal  to that  for  scattering  to equivalent   X    valley  states,   and  that 

the combined  density of   states  for L    and X     is  30% of   the  density of 

states   in   the  X    valleys,   we  have as a better  estimation, 

Dxx,   =   (1.3 ±   .2)   X   10     eV/cm. (5>4) 

*    Estimated   from a   plot   of  equal   energy contours   in  the  (HO")   plane  and 
symmetry considerations.     It   is  the ratio of  the  density of  states  avail- 
able   for  scattering   into ac  a   fixed  electron  energy,   and not   the  ratio 
of   the  density  of   states   referred   separately  to  each  minima. 
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Using Eq, (4.1) we may calculate the mobility for equivalent inter- 

o 
valley scattering in X at 300 K, 

3nt?pu)     . (e° - 1) 
*  opt 

/ / - Ex \ 
NCE-E+KUJ    J1/2 + e0 (E-E -Ko)    Jl/2' q    "  ••MWoptv        -'        -       x '^opt7 ~   v       X '•wopty (5.5) 

^EIS   "    * _l/2n       2^     (n),3/2      . s.       ,     . 
2       Dxx)    (mx       ) <E  -   Ex> 

2 
^  175  cm /volt-sec. 

, 6 
Combining this with Ccnwell and Vassel s value for polar mode intervalley 

scattering, and with Harris1 recently measured values lor deformation 

potential scattering,   we obtain 

2 
|i.     =  3 20  cm /voJt-sec. (5.6) 

A 

2.       10 
This compares with experimental values of 155 cm /volt-sec  and 

2        11 2 12 
110 cm /volt-sec  for GaAs, and a value of 110 cm /volt-sec for GaP. 

Using the Einstein relatiorship to determine the diffusion constant 

gives 

kT 
D  - — U 
X   q  X 

(5.7) 
2 

- 3.1 cm^/sec. 

Using  this  value  of  diffusion coefficient  and  the  measured   value of 

L,   -   .03  microns,   we obtain   the   scattering   time   for  scattering  from X  to  \, 

r   2 

JL Txr ^ DX 

(5.H) 

=  2.9   i^3.'3,)   X   10~12  seconds. 
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From Conwell   nnd  Vas.^ell       we have 

xr 

n     2      3/2 

Drxmi 
o1/2    ^3 

2      nK DU)     .     e 
opt 

■gr-1    LY1/2(E-Er+Hlü      Jv' (E-E_ + Hlt     J 
P    , r    opt r    opt 

+   e0
Y

1/2(E-Er-KU)opt)Y'(E-Er-H%t)] 

(5.9) 

For a  distribution   thermalized   in   the X  minima,    (E-E„ ± Huu    i)« E  -E„, 
X opt X    r 

giving 

opt 

(5.10) 

We may   solve  this  equation  for Dr   ,   giving 

Drx  - 3.8   (^'^   X  108  eV/cm. (5.11) 

For this value of Dr , the energy dependence of the f to X scattering 
1 A 

time at room temperature is shown in Fig. 22, along with the scattering 

time for polar optical and acoustic scattering as calculated by Conwell 

and Vassel. For an  electron excited   to  an energy higher   than   .016  eV 

above  the X    minima,   the most  likely  scattering  event   is a   scattering  from 

the F     to  the  X    minima.     Thus  the assumption used   in   the calculation  of 

F..  and  F  ,   that   all  electrons excited   to   energies higher  than  1.75  eV 

could be considered  to   scatter almost   instantly   into  an X    minima,   is 

we! 1   just ificd. 
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VI.     TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE X MOBILITY AND DIFFUSION LENGTH 

At  liquid nitrogen  temperatures,   impurity   scattering  and acoustic 

phonon   scattering  are more  important   than equivalent  intervalley  scatter- 

ing  in  determining  the mobility   in   the X minima.     In order   to obtain an 

accurate   temperature  dependence  of   the X mobility  and diffusion  length, 

we must   include  several   types of   scattering.     These are  plotted   in  Fig.23. 

The mobility  for equivalent   intervalley   scattering  is  given by 

Eq.   (5.5),   where  the  indicated averages were obtained by numerical     inte- 

gration. 

For  intravalley  acoustic   scattering;   using Harris*   recently 

9 
measured  values       of H ,  = 16.8 eV  and H     = -4.6 eV,   we obtain 

d |i 

^A  = 

4TTK  c  q 

9 J^   (m*k T)3/2 
X o 

„   2 _   2 
mt "t 

^  2.9 X   10 /T cm  /volt-sec. 

(6.1) 

From Eq.    (5'10). T
xr   is Siven by 

ß 
-12  e - 1 

T  = 5.4 X 10    —g   seconds. (6.2) 

e" + 1 

which is plotted in Fig. 24 .  The mobility for scattering to I^is given by 

C1T, xr 
xr "    * 

mx 

(6.3) 

From  Conwell   and Vassel,       the  mobility   for polar optical   scattering 

at   room   temperature  is approximately  6 n^.     The  temperature dependence 

should  bo   the   same as   lor equivalent   intervalley   scattering,   so we  assume 

6u_ (6.4) 
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FIG.   23.    Temperature dependence  of the various mechanisms which 
determine   the mobility in the X1   minima.     Solid  lines 
are  for  a   lightly doped  sample.     Dotted  lines  include 
impurity  scattering. 
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w^ 

In  any case,   u,       is  sufficiently  larger  than both \i„.„ and LL     over  the 
po EIS A 

entire  temperature   range,   that   the  value of mobility   in   the X minima   is 

insensitive  to   the exact  value of u. 
po 

The mobility  in  the  X minima   for an  impurity-free  sample,   shown as 

the  heavy   lino  in Fig,  23,   is  given  by 

q •" T    > 

m 

. (-L.-l.-L^)"! (6.6) 
^EIS       ^A       ^XT       ^po 

At tiic high doping  levels   involved   in   this experiment,   impurity  scatter- 

ing  must also be considered.     To our knowledge,   no   really good  theory 

exists  for minority carrier   scattering   lime at high   doping concentrations 

for   ionized  impurity  scattering or  electron-hole  scattering.     Undoubtedly 

the  holes   screen  the   ionized  acceptors  to  some extent.     We have approxi- 

mated   these  types of  scattering with  the Mansfield   impurity   scattering 

1 3 
model,  '   modified  to use  the  hole  density of   states  effective  mass   to 

calculate   the   screening  potential,   and  an electron  effective mass of   .25 m 

to calculate   the  resultant  mobility,   giving   the  dotted  curve  shown  in 

19       3 
Fig.  23   as |i   .       At  the  3  X   10  '/cm    doping   level   of   this   sample,   it   is 

necessary   to   include  the effects  of   degeneracy.     The  Mansfield   formula   Is 

therefore  used  to  calculate   the  screening  length,   and Boltzmann  statistics 

are  used   for   the electrons   in   the  conduction band. 

The  X  mobility   including   impurity   scattering   is   also   shown   in  Fig. 23 . 

-14 o -14 
From   Eq.   ((5.5),   ■   T     >      2.1   X   10 seconds at  300 K  and  5.8  x   10 

seconds  at   770K.     Thus 

■   ,   "•>     .    T     "• (6.7) 
xr X 
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in both cases,   and  the concept of  a  thermallzed distribution  diffusing  in 

the X minima  is valid  throughout  the  temperature range.     The diffusion 

length   is  given by 

V(f)^ 
and is plotted in Fig. 25 , along with three experimental points. The 

point at 130 K was the maximum experimental diffusion length.  These ex- 

perimental points were obtained by measuring the yield from the X minima 

vs temperature using Eq. (3.7),  where F and a are obtained 
X 

by   shifting  the 300 K values  to  a  higher energy corresponding  to  the 

shift  in  the band gap.     P    increases  slightly as the temperature is 

lowered. 

The experimental  and  theoretical  diffusion  lengths are  In qualitative 

agreement   in  that both  increase as the tanperature  is decreased.     The ex- 

perimental   increase  is,   however,   significantly more than  the  theoretical 

increase.     We believe  that  the  physical  reasons  for  this disagreement 

relate  to  the finite number of  scatterings before  the energy drops to  the 

optical  phonon energy,   and a  finite rate of  finally  settling down to a 

Boltzmann  distribution characterized by  the lattice  temperature.    Both 

of   these effects  result  in an over-estimation of  the  impurity  scattering 

cross   section  in  the mobility   theory.     An arbitrary   increase  of   the  re- 

latively  temperature  independent   impurity mobility by a  factor of approxi- 

mately  three gives an adjusted  theory  that   is  in line with  experiment. 
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VII.    TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE HOT ELECTRON SCATTERING LENGTH 

From Eqs.   (5.1)  and   (5.2), we see  that 

S e^+  1 

where K  is a  temperature-independent constant.     Thus we have 

is(80"K)     -     1.8 i  (300oK)     -    63 Ä     . (7.2) 

On the other hand, from Eqs. (4.4), (4-3), and (4.15), we see that the 

average energy lost per scattering event is also proportional to 

(e^l)/(e' + l), giving 

AE (80oK)  =•  1.8AE(300oK)  . (7.3) 
s s 

Thus we have two counteracting effects, and might expect only a 

small change with temperature in the high energy part of the emitted 

distribution. Both the conputer model (assuming no change in a with 

temperature, but with i ■ 63 Ä) and the experimental data (shown in 

Fig. 26 show a small increase in the number of high energy electrons 

at liquid nitrogen temperature. 
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VIII.  TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE LOCATION OF 

THE CONDUCTION BAND MINIMA 

Since we can see electrons thermalized in the conduction band minima 

in a photoemission experiment, our data offers a very direct method of 

measuring the energy of these minima. 

In the measurement of an electron energy distribution curve (EDC), 

the energy scale is derived from the retarding potential applied between 

the emitter and the collector can. Errors in the measurement of spacing 

between two pieces of structure can be introduced by stray fields which 

are present in the experimental apparatus. 

An extraneous field component parallel to the retarding field will 

cause a uniform shift in the energy scale of the EDC, introducing no errors 

in the measurement of structure spacing, except for electrons v^ith almost 

zero kinetic energy.  For the case of almost zero kinetic energy, there 

can be an apparent shift to a lower measured energy if the parallel field 

component changes direction along the electron trajectory.  This shift 

will increase the measured structure spacing. 

An extraneous field component perpendicular to the retarding field 

will give a resultant field 

'T     /W + Ki2    ' (H-1) 

where F     is   the  total   field  seen  by  the electron,   F.n_   is  the desired  rc- 

tarriing   field,   and  F     is   the extraneous  perpendicular  field.     Looking at 
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the change in total field with respect to a change in applied field, we 

see that 

T 
dF„ FAPP 

TJF~  = /   2    2  "  ^ (8-2) 

This means that the change in field sern by the electron at every point 

alon^ its trajectory is less than or equal to the change in applied field, 

thus the spacing in energy between two pieces of structure as measured 

on an experimental energy distribution curve will be greater than or 

equal to the actual spacing in energy. 

If there is a rapidly varying threshold escape function (C (E)) near 
E 

one  peak (Ite lower pe&),   the  apparent   peak   in   the emitted  electron  distribu- 

tion   is  at   the  point  where 
dC   (E) 

dT   (f (E)   *   CE(E))   = f(E) -dE~  + CE(E)  -k2   - 0-      (8-3) 

dC„(E) 
E 

Since C (E) is a monotonicnlly increasing function of E, ——  > 0, 

giving  —-^ • 0 at the measured peak.  Thus the apparent peak is on the 

high energy side of the actual peak. 

If f(E) is assumed to be a Cuassian distribution of the form, 

W) f (E) o e N  ^   '  , (8.1) 

then the apparent shift in the peak position is given by 

">2   ^  . 
E   2C     dE 

r. 

lor  our roum temperature experimental data, AE = .1 eV.  The energy 

dependence of C  is not known exactlv, but from the data in Sec.DC, we 
dCE estimate C. (1 . 1 eV)  .1  and -— (1.1 eV) • .2 for a C  -•- (Ü f C )  sur- 

E d E s > 

lace   treatment,   giving  :     ■    .01   eV. 
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At   liquid nitropen  temperature AE  becomes much   smaller,   and  5     is 

completely  negligible. 

From Eq,   (8.2),    it   is clear  that   the   largest  errors will  occur for 

small  applied   fields,   that   is  for low  rnergy   CF.)   electrons.     In our ex- 

perimental   apparatus,   every  attempt  has  been  made   to  reduce  stray   fields 

to   the  smallest  possible values.     The measured separation  between  the F 

and X    peaks  at   room   temperature  in  our best  experimental   data   is   .35  eV. 

In   this case,   the effect  of  the  threshold   function  is negligible   (of   the 

order of   .01   eV).     The actual   separation   is  almost  certainly  less  than 

.35 eV. We  can  estimate  the error  still   present  in  this  measurement 

by using  the   second  derivative method     for  locating the final  energy 

states of   the  vertical   transitions,   and  measuring  back  from   the  energy 

o)   these  states   (assumed   to be at  E       hv  because of  the  large  ratio of 

1 5 effective masses)   to   the   location of   the X     peak.     Using SturgeSs 

value     for   the band  gap of  1,425  eV  at  300 K,   this measurement   shows   that 

the  spacing between   the V    and  X    minima  tan  be   no   less  than   .28  eV.     Our 

best  estimate of   the  actual   separation   is   .33  eV. 

Because of   the   smaller energy  differences   involved,   the change   in  the 

position of   a  conduction  band minima  with   temperature may be determined 

more accurately   than   its  relative position  with   respect  to other minima. 

Figure 27    shows  a   series of  energy  distribution curves  for a   photon 

o o 
energy of   1.6 eV   taken  over a   range of   temperatures between 80 K  and  300 K. 

Figure  26  shows  a   similar  scries   for a   photon energy of 3.0 eV.     Both   sets 

19 o 
ol   curves are  for a   3   >   10      Zn-doped   sample.     In  cooling  from  300 K   to 

Ho'k,   the   Fermi   level   moves   down   .01   eV.      Subtracting  this   value   from   the 

measured  energy   shifts,   we   see   that   the   band  gap   increases   .09 ±   .02  eV, 
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ELECTRON  ENERGY (eV) 

FIG.   26. Energy distribution curves  for a 3 x 10     /cnP Zn-doped 
sample  for a  photon energy of 3.0 eV over a  temperature 
range  of 80oK to  300oK. 
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FIG.   27.     Energy distribution curves  for  a  3  x  10    /cnr Zn-doped 
sample  for  a  photon energy  oi   1.6  eV over a  temperature 
range  of  80oK to JOO'K. 
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and the energy of the X  minima increases ,11 ± .02 cV, when the tempera- 

ture Is reduced from 300 K to 80 K.  The shift of .09 eV in the band gap 

r.grees with Sturge s  measurement of the band gap shift, giving us con- 

fidence that '  Irom Lq. (8.5) is in fact small enough to be neglected 

over the entire temperature range.  Our best estimate of the [  to X 
i 1 

spacing at   liquid  nitrogen  temperature   is   .35 eV,   which  agrees well  with 

the  value of   .36  eV  obtained by extrapolating high   temperature Hall   data 

o    16 
to 0 K. However,   our data   is   in conflict   with   the  recently claimed 

17 
value ol   .11   eV and  the commonly used  value of   .36 eV at   room  tempera- 

t u re. 

A decrease in V    to X spacing with an increase in temperature is 

consistent with the temperature dependence of the Gunn effect threshold 

9 
field. A calculation by Harris of the GaAs velocity-field character- 

istic has been extended to include our measured temperature dependence 

of the r to X spacing and the X1 mobility, giving a theoretical velocity 

-field relationship over a range of temperatures from 750K to 3750K. 

14 3 
The results obtained for a doping density of 10  shallow donors/cm are 

shown in Fig. 28.  For the details of the calculation, see Harris and 

James.   The resultant values of the Gunn threshold field and peak drift 

velocity vs temperature are in good agreement with Foyt's experimental 

results. 

Figure 29 shows the location of the conduction band minima vs lattice 

temperature, assuming a quadratic temperature dependence between experi- 

mental points which are shown with bars indicating the possible error 

range. The zero of the energy scale is defined from Sturge's value of 

the band gap  at 300K. 
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At 80DK, two pieces of structure are visible below the P. minimum. 

Their exact location is determined from the derivative of the energy 

distribution curve, which is shown in Fig. 30 along with the correspond- 

ing E.D.C.  If the sample is illuminated with a photon energy slightly 

less than the band gap, such as is shown in Fig. 31 for a photon energy 

of 1.46 eV, the structure at 1.455 eV (indicated by the square in Fig. 29) 

is no longer present in the energy distribution curve, and the structure 

at 1.415 eV (Indicated by the triangle in Fig. 29) is a dominant peak. 

2000 4000 6000 
ELECTRIC FIELD E (V/cm) 

8000 10,000 

FIG.   28.     Temperature dependence  of  the GaAs velocity-field 
characteristic. 
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FIG.   29.    Temperar.ure dependence of the  location of conduction band 
minima  indicating best estimates and  possible error ranges. 
The error range  for the  location of  the L]^  and X3 minima 
comes  principally from the  possible  error  in the  location 
of  the Xj^  minima,  Xi   to Li   spacing  is known more accurately 
(Ref.   14). 
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Thus the structure at 1.415 eV corresponds to a definite state to which 

photoexcitation can occur. It is possible that this peak comes from an 

exciton which moves into the band-bending region until the field is suf- 

ficient to pull it apart;, at which point the electron is emitted. Because 

the bands are already bent where the exciton is separated into hole and 

electron, the 0.1 eV energy separation between this structure and the f 

peak cannot be associated with the exciton binding energy. 

The structure at 1.455 eV corresponds to a state to which direct 

photoexcitation is impossible, it is present only when electrons in the 

F minimum are present.  Its location at 0.06 eV below the f minima 

prohibits identifying it with electrons which have undergone an optical 

phonon scattering event in the band-bending region, the optical phonon 

energy in  0.03 eV. There is no reason to believe that electrons which 

have undergone two scattering events should produce a definite structure 

in the energy distribution curve, when those scattering only once do not. 

When an electron is accelerated through the band-bending region and 

strikes the potential barrier at the surface, it has some chance of being 

reflected rather than being emitted. We believe that the peak at 1.455 eV 

is electrons which have been reflected once and are then emitted. This 

interpretation is supported by the results shown in Section IX. An 

energy of 0.06 eV seems reasonable for a vibrational mode localized at 

the surface.  Interaction with this mode would provide the necessary 

momentum conservation upon reflection. There is no large density of 

phonon modes in the bulk crystal with energies near 0.06 eV. 

One of the most convenient methods for analyzing energy distribution 

21 
curves for the position of structure is the structure diagram,  which 
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is a diagram indicating the position of structure on an electron energy 

vs photon energy plot.  The use of the high resolution can structure 

along with the derivative curves allows the location of considerably 

more structure in the 1.0 to 5.0 eV energy range than was previously 

21 
observed.    Our measurements for photon energies above 5.0 eV are essen- 

21 
tially identical to those of Eden. 

Figure 32 shows a structure plot obtained from our highest resolution 

19  3 
data, measured on a GaAs sample with 1 x 10  /cm Zn doping.  In GaAs, k 

conservation is required for optical transitions.  Two types of structure 

are present on structure diagrams for materials where k conservation is 

valid. When a piece of structure remains at the same electron energy for 

a wide range of photon energies, it results from electrons thermalized in 

a  conduction band minima.  The locations of those minima identified by 

comparison with band structure calculations are indicated in Fig. 32. 

Figure 33 shows an energy distribution curve for p GaAs with a Zn 

19  3 
doping oi 1 x 10  /cm taken at a photon energy of 2.2 eV.  The peaks 

corresponding to the T.   and X minima are clearly visible.  The shoulder 

corresponding to the L. minima is present, but barely discernible. 

Figure 34 allows the corresponding derivative of the energy distribution 

curve.  Here the kink in the derivative curve corresponding to the L. 

shoulder is more evident, and its location can be accurately determined 

as O.dH + 0.02 eV above the X. minima.  This structure is present at the 

same final energy in all curves taken over a photon energy range ot 2.0 

to 4.25 eV. leading to its positive identification as a conduction band 

minimum.  Comparisons with calculated band structures show that this 

minimum must be the I  minimum. 
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FIG.   32.     Structure  plot  showing  the  location of  structure  measured 
using the high resolution can  structure and  the derivative 
curves  for a   ]   x  lO^/cm^  Zn-doped GaAs crystal.     Structures 
which are definite  peaks are  indicated by "P."     Shoulders 
which are  identified by  locating the center  of a  Z-shaped 
structure on  the derivative curve are  indicated  by "D." 
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FIG.   33.     p    GaAs photoemitted electron energy distribution curve 
for a  photon energy  of 2.2  eV. 
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MAGNIFIED   DERIVATIVE   OF 
THE   ENERGY 
DISTRIBUTION 

CURVE 

hi/ = 2.2eV 

hv'4 65eV 

x 
1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 20 

ELECTRON ENERGY    (eV) 
2.2 2.4 

FIG. 34.  Derivative of energy distribution curves.  A curve is given 
for hv = 2.2 eV showing the position of the dominant X^ peak 
as well as the Li shoulder and shoulders due to the unscat- 
tered electrons in the original optical excitation spectra 
(label? ' "Final Energy States/' corresponding to point "c" 
and higher in Fig. 2). Although the L^ structure is weak, 
it was completely reproducible and occurred at the same 
energy for a large range of hv.  Also included Li this 
figure is data for hv *  4.65 eV showing only that portion 
corresponding to the X3 conduction band minima. This 
structure did not move with hv. 
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By a  similar analysis the X_ conduction band minima have been located 

at  0.58 + 0.04 eV above the X..   minima.     One of the derivative curves indi- 

cating  the X- minima  is also  shown  in Fig.  34.    All minima except  the X1 

and L1   minima are  separated  enough  in energy,   that  their  identification 

is  straightforward.     It  is by now a well accepted fact  that the X1  minima 

are   lower  than the L1   minima  in GaAs.     Our  location  of  the X-  minima sup- 

ports  this when comparison  is made with band  structure calculations. 

Herman and  co-workers'   adjusted  first  principles band  structure calcu- 

3 
lation    with L,   placed 0.1  eV above X    places X_  at  0.6  eV above X ,   in 

excellent  agreement with  our  experiments.    The  same  calculation done with 

L1   placed  0.1  eV below X    places X„  more than 1  eV above X..,  which is 

considerably outside  the  possible range of experimental  error.     Table  IV 

shows  the  comparison between Herman's calculation corrected  for  spin-orbit 

splitting and our experimental  results.     Herman's calculation was done 

using  our  experimental value  of 0.08  eV X1   to L1   spacing,   but  used a 

value of  0.36  eV for T    to X..   spacing.     Had a  slightly  smaller value of 

f,   to X.   spacing been used,   the  agreement might have  been even closer. 

Figure  35   shows  the band  structure  of GaAs as calculated by Herman. 

The  location of the T.r  minima deserves  some comment.     In Eden's 

21 
thesis   "   it   is  pointed  out  that   the conduction band minima  in  this region 

may not  be  at  the f,,   symmetry  point,   therefore  labelling this  structure 

as "   r   is open to some question,   the  actual f,,.  energy could be  somewhat 

higher. 

The L_  minima  is  located  on a  structure plot  including higher photon 

energies  than are  shown in Fig.   32. 
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TABLE IV 

Experimental and Theoretical Values for the Location of 

Conduction Band Minima at Room Temperature 

CONDUCTION BAND EXPERIMENT HERMAN'S BAND 
ENERGY LEVEL (see text  for STRUCTURE WITH 

discussion of SPIN-ORBIT 
possible errors SPLITTING 
and error ranges) 

L3 5.05 eV 5.2 eV 

ri5 4.3* 4.4 

X3 
2.33 2.39 

Ll 
1.835 1.89 

Xl 
1.755 1.79 

ri 1.425 1.43 

NOTE: All energies are given in eV with respect to the valence 
band maximum. 

* at or near T . 

When the electron energy at which a piece of structure occurs changes 

as the photon energy  is changed,  the photon energy is changed,   the elec- 

tron energy of the structure corresponds with the final energy state of 

an optical transition.     This  structure comes from electrons excited near 

the surface which are emitted before  suffering any significant  energy 

loss.    The  initial energy state for the optical  transition may be obtained 

by subtracting the photon energy from the electron energy. 
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GALLIUM    ARSENIDE 

TAX 
REDUCED WAVE VECTOR 

FIG.   35.    GaAs band  structure calculated by Herman et  al.,     using 
our experimental data  as a perturbation on a  first  prin- 
ciples calculation. 
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IX. DETAILS OF THE ESCAPE PROCESS 

The sharp peak visible in the liquid nitrogen energy distribution 

curves indicates that the experimental apparatus is capable of extremely 

high resolution, and that the measured widths of the T    and X peaks are 

in fact their actual widths.  In this section we will look in detail at 

the physical processes which are responsible for the width of these peaks, 

and show how they relate to the details of the escape process which de- 

termine escape probability. 

For electrons thermalized in a parabolic conduction band minima, the 

1/2  -E/kT 
distribution in initial state energies is proportional to E   e 

The width at half amplitude of this distribution in the bulk of the crystal 

before entering the band bending region is given by 

AE « 1.5 kT 

(9.1) 
= .04 eV 

at  room  temperature. 

The  field  in  the band bending  region  is approximately 

AE   (Band Bending) 

(9,2) 

F= W 

= 720,000  volts/cm, 

considerably  beyond  the  point where  saturated  drift  velocity   is   reached, 

thus most  electrons will be heated  in   the I"    minima and will  bo  transferred 

8 
into  the  X     minima  at   the  first   scattering event.     For D       - 3.8X10  ,   the 

time  to  scatter   into  X    is approximately equal  to < T    > at   room  temperature. 
1 A 

(the exact   time   is energy  dependent   and   shown   in Fig, 22 .)   The  probability 

that  an electron will   undergo n  scattering events while  passing   through 

the band-bending  region  is  given approximately by  the Poisson  distribution 
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m* 

- -^ , w    n 

_ e \    s' 
Pn   =  ^  (9-3) 

From Eqs.   (4.7)  and   (4.8),   the emitted energy distribution for an 

intially  thermalized  distribution  in a conduction band minima at  E    is 
o 

given by 
W 

g e ^ J   E    Ü, , 7- ,G,,       (E-E +[n-%]hu)    X' 

(E-E +run-2tjKu) J (9,4) 

o        opt 
kT 

e u(E-E +[n-2t,]Hu)  .) 
o        opt 

where u(x) - 1 for x -2 0 
= 0 for x < ^ 

19   3 
For the parameters valid for GaAs with a doping of 3 x 10 /cm at 

room temperature, this calculation yields an approximately Guassian dis- 

tribution  with a width at half amplitude of .09 eV and a peak at approximately 

.01 eV below the energy of the T  minimum. 

For an electron .2 eV above the bottom of the X minima (valid for 

an electron near the surface in the band bending region which was originally 

thermalized in the f, minimum), the time between scattering events is given 

-14 
by Eq. (5.2).  TYYi - 1.32 x W        seconds at room temperature.  The 

accuracy uith which the electron energy may be defined is limited by the 

uncertainty principle. The width at the half amplitude points of a mea- 

sured energy distribution (assuming a Lorenzian line shape from a single 

-14 
energy level) is given tor T  , = 1.32 x 10   seconds by 

IE 
T     Txx' 

=   .08  eV   . 
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Combining this lifetime  broadening effect  with   the width of   the emitted 

distribution  calculated  above,   we  obtain an expected  half-amolitude width 

of   .12 eV for the observed   energy  distribution of  electrons  thermalized 

in  the T     minima at  room  temperature.     The actual   experimental   curves  show 

a   half-width  of   .20 eV.     The  reason  for  the additional  width   is  made clear 

by   examining   the liquid  nitrogen   data. 

At   liquid  nitrogen  temperature,   we have a  different   situation.    The 

half  amplitude width  of   the  initial   thermalized distribution  is   .01  eV. 

From  Eq.   (9.3),   P^ > P    where n > 0;   that   is,   more  electrons will  cross On 

the  band  bending  region without   scattering  than will   undergo any  given 

number of   scattering events  while crossing.    This coupled with  the fact 

that   the  probability for gaining  energy  during a   scattering event   is 

practically  zero,   leads  to  a   skewed  distribution  with   a  peak  at   the !, 

energy  point,   and a  tail   going  to  lower energies.     After combining   this 

distribution with  the  lifetime broadening   (.043  eV half-amplitude width), 

we   obtain  the  results  shown  as  the  short-dashed  theoretical  curve   in 

Fig.  36.     Comparison with   the experimental   curve   shows  good  agreement   in 

shape at   the high-energy end  of   the curve,   and  a   large discrepancy  in the 

low-energy  tail.     The  theoretical   curve,   if  drawn   to   scale,   would  bv 

eight   times  as high  as the  experimental  curve at   the  peak.     The  theory 

on   the width  of  the energy   distribution curve  to  this  point has assumed 

that   all   electrons which   reach  the  surface  are emitted.     From  the  measured 

escape probabilities,   we know  that   this  is  not   the  case.     From  the  actual 

value  of   the  peak height  of   the experimental  and   theoretical   curves,   we 

can   estimate  for  this   sample   that   roughly  12pcrcent   of   the  electrons  which 

strike  the  surface   (with  an   energy of   1.5  eV above   the  valence band maximum 
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in  the bulk)  are emitted  the  first  time they  strike  the  surface.     We 

define  this percentage which escapes upon hitting  the  surface once as 

the escape coefficient,  C   . 

A certain fraction of   the electrons which  strike  the  surface will 

encounter impurities,  defects, or other surface irregularities where they 

will lose sufficient energy to drop below the vacuum level where they will 

ultimately recombine.    This fraction will be given by the surface trapping 

coefficient,  C _.    C _ is determined by the quality of the material and 
o i. o JL 

the method of surface preparation, cleaved surfaces giving the lowest 

value observed so far.  Some boat-grown material has been found to have 

a moderately high value of C  even for cleaved surfaces. 

Those electrons which are not emitted or trapped will be reflected 

back into the band bending region, giving a reflection coefficient, 

C_ - 1 - C_ - C0_.  The structure in the liquid nitrogen energy distri- K        L    sT 

bution curves .06 eV below the 1^ minima is identified with once-reflected 

electrons, thus the electrons are assumed to lose .06 eV at each reflection. 

After being reflected, the electrons are re-accelerated toward the surface 

(some of them undergoing optical phonon scattering in the process) and 

strike the surface again. 

For hot electrons where C^, and C  change slowly with electron energy 
ti ST 

and  where an electron may  undergo many  reflections  before losing enough 

energy  that  it drops below  the vacuum  level,   the escape probability   is 

given by 
CE 

C       + C 
ST E 

(9.6) 
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For X^and 1^ electrons, dropping  below the vacuum level cannot be 

ignored.  The simplest estimate of escape probability for this case 

ignores optical phonon scattering in the band bending region and assumes 

a sharp cutoff of C at the vacuum level, giving 

P = CE  ^^ (9-7) ^ n=0 K 

E   - E C 
where I  is the next integer smaller than -^^ vac. level ^ and _E 

.06 C
R 

is assumed constant as C. varies.  This calculation is shown in Fig. 37 

for the case of an optimum (Cs + (OfCs) ) surface treatment.   For this 

surface treatment, roughly 80% of the electrons pass through the surface 

layers unabsorbtd. Thus for this approximation, absorption in the (O+Cs) 

layers is neglected. This is intended^ as a rough estimate of escape 

probability variation with surface state density and not as an exact 

CE 
calculation. — is undoubtedly a function of electron energy. 

CR 

For the sample of Fig. 36, the maximum escape probability measured 

is .4, giving from Eq. (9.6), C0_ = .18 and C_ = .70,  Using these values 
oT K 

and  Introducing  reflection  into  the model,   we obtain the  long-dashed 

theoretical curve shown  in Fig. 36 .     The  theoretical curve   is now o "»wn 

with   the proper magnitude  scale.     The   remaining difference  between  the 

theoretical  and experimental curves  is due to the fact  that C    and C 
L o 1 

are functions of   the electron energy  rather  than constants.     Not  enough 

data   ts available  to determine  these  functions quantitatively.    C     is 

zero  for energies below  the vacuum level,   and  increases with   increasing 

electron  energy.     The energy of  the bottom  of   the   tail   of   the measured 

EDC   is   therefore  a  good  measurement  of   the energy  of  the   vacuum   level. 
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FIG.   37.     Estimate  from a  simplified model  of the effect  of  surface 
states on escape probability. 
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Comparison of  the energy distribution curves  for  low yield  (C    high) 

samples,   such as  shown  in Fig.   26,   and  high yield  (C      negligible)   samples, 

such as  shown in Fig.   10,   show that   low energy electrons are more adver- 

sely affected  by high  surface  state densities  than high-energy electrons, 

indicating that C      decreases with  increasing electron energy,   as 

expected. 

By  adding 30  (0 + Cs)   layers  to  the surface,   we  lower  the vacuum 

level  far enough^O   that C    no  longer  varies rapidly with  energy.    Figure 38 

shows  the comparison between theory and experiment   for  this case.    The 

theoretical   curve has been multiplied  by   .25  to   take   into account absorp- 

tion  in  the   (O + Cs)   layers.     The agreement  is now good. 

In Fig.   36  the ratio between the area under the experimental curve 

aiul  the area under the  long-dashed  theoretical  curve,   multiplied by  the 

maximum escape probability   (.4),  gives the F escape  probability,  which  is 

.22 at   liquid  nitrogen   temperature  for this  sample  and   surface  treatment. 

The difference between  the measured   (.20 eV)  and calculated   (.12 eV) 

half-amplitude widths  for the F.   peak  at  room  temperature can also be 

accounted  lor by multiple  reflections  at  the  surface. 

Half-amplitude width  of   the  peak  corresponding   to electrons   in  the 

X minima cannot be measured directly  because of  the  presence of F electrons 

and hot  electrons,   but   the  X peak appears  slightly wider  than   the F  peak. 

This   is  expected   tor  two   reasons.     First,   there   is  no cutoff   ol   the   low 

end  of   the distribution by electrons  scattering  to an energy   lower  than 

the  vacuum   level.     Second,   T   in  the  band bending   region  is   smaller for 

electrons  initially  thermalized   in  \,   both  from  the energy  dependence of 

-,.,,   and   from   the  fact   that   scattering  to  states   in  the  X    minima   is 
XX J 
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energetically possible as well as equivalent intervalley scattering.  A 

smaller T means a larger lifetime broadening of the distribution. 

Examining Fig. 36 we can ^eo that if the probability of escaping with 

no collisions were reduced by 20-30 percent, the sharp peak corresponding 

to unscattered electrons would be buried in the broader distribution. 

Apparently this is true for X electrons, the X distribution shows no such 

sharp structure. 

The exact functional forms of C (E), C (E), and CC_(E) cannot be 
£     R ST 

determined from the amount of experimental information available at this 

time, preventing the development of a quantitative theory for calculation 

of escape probability.  However, if we assume that for samples where CCT 

is negligible that escape probability is a function only of the energy 

difference between the electron energy and the vacuum level, we do h.ive 

enough information to plot this function. The vacuum level to valence 

band spacing is determined from a liquid nitrogen temperature energy 

distribution curve in the manner indicated in Fig. 39.  The measured 

vacuum level depends on the amount of broadening due to instrumental and 

other causes which is assumed, and should not be considered any more 

19  3 
accurate than within 0.1 eV.  For Zn doping in the range of 1-4 x 10 /cm , 

the Fermi level is at the top of the valence band in the bulk of the 

crystal, so the measured value of the vacuum level is also the value of 

the work tunction.  The top curve in Fig. 40 shows this measured work 

function vs the number of additional oxygen-cesium layers applied. 

There will be some absorption of electrons in the oxygen-cesium 

layers.  This absorption was measured by comparing the hot electron 

(2.5  cV) escape probabilities with 0, 1, 2, and 30 additional (OrT ;) 
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layers, and is shown in the bottom curve of Fig. 40. The curve is drawn 

between 2 and 30 layers by assuming a constant absorption length, for 

which the probability of passing through a given thickness T given by 

P . e" T/La 

where La is  the absorption length. 

/O    2     4     6     8     10   12    14    16   18   20  22   24 26  28   30 
CESIUM ONLY LAYERS OF (O+C») 

FIG.  40.     Effects  of additional oxygen-cesium layers,   showing  the 
vacuum  level   lowering and  the  electron absorption as 
measured  experimentally. 
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For the same surface treatment for which the vacuum level is obtained 

as shown in Fig. 39, we obtain experimentally the T  and X escape proba- 

bilities from a match to the two-minima diffusion theory discussed earlier. 

After correcting for absorption in the (OfCs) layers from Fig. 40, we 

obtain two points (one for F and one for X) on a curve plotting tl.e 

escape probability vs energy above the vacuum level.  Additional points 

are obtained for other surface treatments, and Fig. 41 shows a smooth 

curve fitting these points.  The curve of Fig. 41 is very steep near 
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FIG.  41.     Surface escape  probability vs  electron energy above  the 
work  function,   measured   for a   1  x  10^/cm3  sample.     Slight 
differences could be  expected  for different doping due to 
the  differing width of  the band-bending region. 
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threshold.     For electron energies near  the vacuum level,  a  10 millivolt 

decrease  in work function will triple the f escape probability  (tripling 

the yield near threshold).    This extreme  sensitivity to small changes in 

vacuum level  probably accounts for the wide range of sensitivities ob- 

tained by  some workers under seemingly identical  preparation conditions. 

The actual  escape  probability for any surface treatment   is  the pro- 

duct  of the surface escape probability and the probability of passing 

through the (OfCs)   layers.    Figure 42  shews the F and X escape proba- 
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FIG.  42.     f and X  escape  probability  for  a   1  x   1019/cm3  sample 
calculated using Figs.  40 and 41. 
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19      3 
bilities  for a  1 x 10    /cm    sample calculated  using Figs.  40 and 41. 

Figure 43  shows energy distribution curves for n = 2  and N = 30.    As  is 

predicted by Fig.  42,   the X escape probability changes by a much  larger 

factor  than the T escape  probability.     The work function  lowering  is also 

evident.     The  fact that  the relative heights  of the X and T peaks agree 

with  the  predictions of Fig.   42  implies that absorption in the cesium- 
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FIG.  43.     Energy distribution curves at 300oK showing  the  effect 
of 30  (OfCs)   layers on the energy distribution.    The 
large decrease  in X escape  probability,   the  smaller 
decrease  in f  escape  probability,  and  the  lowering of 
the work function are all  clearly visible. 
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oxygen layers is ehe major loss process, rather than a scattering down 

in energy of electrons in many small steps, such as by an optical phonon 

scattering process.  Obviously there is some scattering with small energy 

exchanges taking place, as the peaks in the E.D.C.'s taken for the Cs + 

30 
(O+Cs)  surface treatment shew a slight broadening of the peaks. Assum- 

ing that the many (OfCs) layers do not change the work function of the 

collector can, we can determine that an average of approximately 0.1 eV 

30 
in inergy is lost by electrons passing through (O+Cs)   layers.  From 

probability theory for random scattering events, there is a relationship 

between the average energy lost in scattering, and the additional width 

of the scattered distribution over that of the initial distribution.  For 

example, if the initial distribution is a delta function, by the time that 

the average energy loss is 0,1 eV, the distribution has a half-width of 

0.06 eV.  (Calculated for statistics applicable for optical phonon scat- 

tering.)  By examining the experimental curves in Figs. 36 and 38, we can 

see that the additional broadening of the peak in the distribution is such 

that no more than approximately 0.1 eV average energy is lost.  With the 

electron affinity being lowered by 0.4 eV, obviously the less than 0.1 eV 

energy loss through scattering in the oxygen-cesium layers cannot explain 

all or even a significant part of the loss of yield observed with a thick 

coating. 

If scattering in small energy steps to below the vacuum level were 

the major cause of reduced yield with the thick layers, then the yield 

would be reduced more for low photon energies where oniy f electrons are 

present in the distribution, than for higher photon energies where X 

electrons are also present, because the X electrons could loose more 
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energy before dropping below  the vacuum level.     In  fact  the  opposite  is 

true.     At   1.6 eV,  the yield with 30  layers is down only to 0.8 of the 

yield with  two  layers; while at  2.0  eV,   the yield with  30  layers  is down 

to 0.5 of the yield with two layers  (as predicted by the curves  in Fig.42 

which  are based on the absorption assumption). 

Thus we have  several  pieces  of   information which  lead us  to believe 

that   scattering in  small  energy  steps  is not   important   in determining 

the  effects  of thick oxygen-cesium  layers.     Since a  significant number 

of  electrons do not make  it  through  these  layers,   there must  be an absorp- 

tion  process,   some  process  through which the electrons  can loose enough 

energy to drop lower  in energy than  the vacuum level   in one  step.    This 

process  is apparently just  as effective for high energy electrons as  for 

low  energy  electrons.     If we assume no energy dependence  and a  proba- 

bility  for absorption for any  one  electron which  is  independent  of  time 

and  position  in the cesium-oxide  layers,  we obtain a  probability  for  pass- 

ing  through  the oxygen-cesium layers which is given by 

„ "T/La P    =    e 

whore T is the thickness and La is the absorption length. This is just 

Liu' form used earlier. 
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X.     EFFECTS OF DOPING ON YIELD 

The level of doping which is used in the GaAs sample has two effects 

on the yield obtained. As shown in Table I in Section III, higher doping 

levels cause a decrease in the T diffusion length, which in turn causes a 

decrease in the yield obtained for a given escape probability, especially 

for photon energies close to threshold where a is small. The top two 

curves  in Fig.   44  show  the yield  for  two samples with  differing diffusion 

lengths which could be obtained  if  it were  possible  to have an escape 

19      3 probability  of   1,0.     It  is clear  that  the  1  x  10    /cm    doped  sample with 

a diffusion  length  of  1.6 microns  has a  definite advantage over  the 

19       3 
4 x  10    /cm    doped  sample with a diffusion  length of  1.0 microns.    This 

factor   indicates  that we  should  use  lightly-doped samples. 

For a   surface  treatment  of  only cesium,   the vacuum level   is very 

close  to the conduction band minimum  in  the bulk of  the crystal.     As 

shown  in  Fig.   41,   a  small change  in  the vacuum level can produce a  large 

change  in the f  escape  probability.     The vacuum level may be  lowered 

slightly  (assuming  Fermi level   pinned at  the  surface as  is apparently 

the case)   by  increasing  the doping   level  to  lower the  Fermi  level  in  the 

bulk crystal.     In addition,   Fig.   41  measured  for a crystal with heavier 

doping would  have a  slightly  steeper  slope near the origin due  to  fewer 

optical   phonon  scattering events  occurring  in the narrower band-bending 

region.     As  a  result  of  these considerations,   for a  surface  treatment  of 

19 
cesium only  the  experimental  yield   for  the 4  x  10      crystal   is  higher 

19 than   for  the   1   x   10       crystal  as   shown  in  Fig,   45. 

We can have both  the  longer diffusion  length of  the  lightly-doped 

crystal  and  a  higher  escape  probability by applying additional  oxygen- 
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cesium layers to the  surface.     Figure 45 also  shows the yield  for the 

19 
1  x  10      crystal after  applying a  layer of oxygen,  and again after cesi- 

ating  to the point  of maximum yield.    The yield  is now  practically iden- 

19 tical with that obtained from the 4 x 10      crystal.    From Fig. 46 it  is 

clear  that  the T escape probability has  increased dramatically,  and  the 

X escape probability has  increased slightly.     The hot  electron escape 

probability  is not changed appreciably.     Figure 47  shows  the T yield, 

and  Fig.  48 the X yield,   for both a cesium only and a Cs + (0+€s)   surface 

treatment. 

We can increase  the  escape  probability even  further by applying more 

oxygen-cesium layers  up to a  point where electron absorption  in the ad- 

ditional   layers does  more harm than the additional  lowering of the work 

function does good.     Figure 49  shows  the measured  escape  probability  for 

19 r  electrons on a  1  x  10       sample vs the number  of additional oxygen-cesium 

layers.     A broad maximum occurred with six additional   layers. 

Figure 50 shows  our experimental results which we believe to be near 

19 
the  optimum obtainable with  the  techniques used.     The 4  x  10      data  indi- 

19 
cate a  near optimum Cs  only result, while  the   1  x  10      data  indicate a 

near  optimum Cs +  (OfCs)     result,   corresponding  to a  sensitivity of 

approximately  1000 (iA/lumen.     The yield  obtained  from a  commercial  S-l 

photocathode  is  shown   for comparison. 

Tin   yield turves   shown  so  far  in this  section have been  for  samples 

which  had very  small   it   any effects  from surface  impurities or defects. 

Figure  51   shows  the yield  at  both room temperature and  liquid nitrogen 

temperature  tor a  sample with a  large surface  trapping coefficient. 

Tin   yield  is considerably below the best  obtained.    The yield increases 
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at   liquid nitrogen temperature  because of  the increase  in T escape prob- 

ability.     This  increase and the   increase  in the threshold  photon energy 

are  caused by an  increase  in the  band gap as the crystal   is cooled.     Had 

a high value  of T  escape  probability been obtainable  initially,   the  in- 

crease   in yield with cooling might  not have occurred. 

04^ 

0 2 3 4 5 
LAYERS OF OXYGEN 

FIG.   44.     Experimental 7  escape   probability  for various  surface 
treatments. 
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XI. EFFECIS OF HEATOO ON TIJE CLEAVED GaAs SURFACE 

In conjunction with the effort to produce a useful GaAs photoemission 

surface by some means other than cleaving, a check was made on the effects 

of heating on the cleaved and cesiated surface. 

Initial cesiation has been done at a temperature of 70 to 75°C, as 

described earlier. Re-heating of the cesiated crystal to this tempera· 

ture for 8 hours causes some cesium to leave the surface, increaBing the 

work function by- 0.25 eV. Applying additional cesium to the surface 

restores the original condition. 

Heating of the cesiated crystal to 150°C causes irreversible delete-

rious effects. After heating to this temperature, the sticking probabil-

ity for cesium is reduced to the point where the optimum cesiation is 

obtained by cooling the crystal while maintaining the cesium partial 

pressure as high as possible. The best results that could be obtained 

using this method were a r 1 escape probability down from the optimum by 

a factor of 1.5 after 45 minutes at 150°C, and down by a factor of 30 

-9 after 12 hours at 150°C (at a pressure of 10 Torr). In both of these 

cases, the x
1 

escape probability was reduced only slightly, indicating 

that the major difference after heating and recesiattng was a higher work 

function. 

After heating to 200°C for one hour, slight physical changes could 

be noticed on the cleaved surface. In particular, under a microscope, th 

the previously sharp fine cleavage lines running across the face of the 

crystal were somewhat smoothed with their end points blending into the 

flat crystal face instead of being clearly defined. Recesiation after 

this heat treatment showed the rl escape probability reduced by a factor 
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of 4 and the X    escape probability reduced by a factor of 1.7.    This 

significant reduction in X.   escape probability coupled with the moderate 

reduction  in F    escape probability  indicates that after heating to 200oC 

the work function is no  longer uniform across the crystal  face.    Yield 

25 
curves measured by Liu      for  sputter-cleaned and high temperature annealed 

GaAs also seem indicative of a variation in work function across the 

surface. 

No attempts have been made to determine the size of the   spots over 

which the work  function variation occurs or to determine whether the 

effects of heating differ  if no cesium is present on the original cleaved 

surface. 
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XII.     THE  FUTURE  FOR PRACTICAL  PHOTOCATHODES 

It  should be emphasized that  the results  given in this report were 

obtained  on cleaved  surfaces under ultrahigh vacuum conditions.    Two 

problems become apparent  in processing  the  photocathode under  less  ideal 

conditions of poor vacuum or uncleaved  surfaces.     In some cases the work 

function  is  larger  than shown in Fig.  41  for the  same surface treatment, 

and  in other cases a high density  of  surface  states  lowers  the  escape 

probability  for a given work function.     More work  is required  to ade- 

quately understand  these  effects. 

Stability of the GaAs-Cs photocathode  is also a  problem.     Deterio- 

ration  in  sensitivity  is  thought  to occur with adsorption ot  oxygen or 

other contaminates  on  the cesium surface causing an increase  in work 

function.     At  10        Torr,   the  sensitivity of a  cesium-only treated  photo- 

cathode  is reduced by about  15% in a  two-week period.    The oxygen-cesium 

treated  photocathode  shows less deterioration due  to the much  lower  sensi- 

tivity to  small  changes  in work  function.     In both cases,   practically  full 

sensitivity may be restored by applying a  small  amount  of additional Cs. 

Heating  the   photocathode  to  75'^ causes cesium to leave  the   surface, 

raising  the work  function about  0.25 eV,  and  drastically reducing  the 

yield.     Optimum sensitivity may be  restored  by reapplying Cs,   but high 

temperature  operation   is  obviously  prohibited. 

The   possibility  of  a   fatigue  effect  of   the  cathode at   high   levels  of 

illumination was checked.     While cesiating,   a  very   low  level  of   illum- 

ination  is   l ound  to be  required  to  prevent  a  reduction  in  photocurrent. 

However,   atter   the  crystal  is covered with  an  optimum layer  of cesium 

and cooled   to  room temperature,   white   light   levels  as  high  as  that 
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required to produce a current density of 10      A/cm    did not produce a 

serious fatigue effect. 

Cooling the photocathode to liquid nitrogen temperatures causes an 

increase in threshold and an Increase in F escape probability due to the 

increase in the band gap to  1.5 eV.    The dark current due to thermal 

generation in the band-bending region should be completely negligible at 

liquid nitrogen temperatures. 

The materials work currently in progress on III-V mixed alloys 

points to additional possibilities in photocathode development.     If high 

sensitivity in the visible  light range is desired and near-infrared  sensi- 

tivity is of no importance,   a wider bandgap material  such -    GaAs P,     As 

should give higher f  escape probabilities and be easier to fabricate. 

If a  lower threshold than 1.4 eV is desired,  a smaller band gap material 

23 24 
such  as  InP      or Ga  In _1As       may be used with oxygen-cesium surface 

layers at the expense of reduced escape  probability. 
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XIII.  SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 

Several things in this report suggest areas which could be explored 

in the future. 

Impurity scattering of minority carriers at the high doping levels 

used in photocathodes is not fully understood. A temperature dependence 

of the X diffusion length for samples with a variety of doping densities 

could help clear up this area. 

A theoretical study of the temperature dependence of the P.. dif- 

fusion length, when compared with experimental results, could lead to 

an answer to the important question of whether the diffusion length in 

commercially available material is limited by band-to-band recombination 

or by traps.  If the limitation is in fact by traps, then liquid epitaxial 

material should ultimately produce better yields near threshold. 

Much work remains to be done in the area of surface preparation be- 

fore practical GaAs-Cs-0 photocathodes can be made on a production basis. 

The possibility of producing a cold cathode for vacuum tubt-s sug- 

gests itself if it is possible to inject electrons into a thin p region 

from a p-n junction, rather than producing the electrons by photo- 

excitation. 
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